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Use the inflation adaptor as screwdriver 		
to remove the white valve plug.
Screw in the adaptor until it tightens.
Various models of inflation nozzles
and pumps can be used for inflation.
DO NOT over-inflate the fender/buoy.
After inflation screw back in the valve plug.
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The Quality that makes a difference

The right way to inflate
your DAN-FENDER product

CORRECT INFLATION
Due to the high quality of the
metal valve, we recommend
to use an air-compressor
for inflation of
DAN-FENDER products.
See www.danfender.com for
correct measurements for each
product!

ONBORD THE BOAT
If you need to inflate extra air
during the season, then
always/only use the
small and special made
DAN-FENDER handpump.

IMPORTANT!
Do not overinflate fenders &
buoys, it will only weaken the
product. After inflation fenders
& buoys shall not become as
hard as a rock, you should be
able to easily press a small
“dent” in the product
with your finger.

Save Money & Time
How to replace the valve in DAN-FENDER products
If a valve is leaking or by “accident” pressed inside the fender/buoy, then a new valve
can easily be installed…and the fender/buoy is as good as new again…!

PULL OUT

PUSH IN

Remove the faulty valve:
Screw a 3mm screw inside the
centre of the valve and pull it
out with a tong (tool).

Install a new valve:
Push (with the help of a screwdriver) the
new valve into the same position as the
old, and inflate the fender/buoy again.

Instead of sending fenders/buoys forwards and backwards (or issuing credit notes),
simply send your customer a new valve together with this guidance.
It is much cheaper and it saves both you and your customer a lot of time
and MONEY. It is easy and great service…
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